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Prime Minister Boris Johnson came back from Brussels with a deal better than any Theresa
May ever achieved, so he says. His talks with the departing European Commissioner, Jean-
Claude Juncker, were very fruitful. But precise details are never known. Juncker, emotional
about  his  leaving  and  handing  over  the  office  of  EU  Commissioner  on  1  November  to
Madame Ursula von der Leyen, from Germany, may have made some special concessions to
Johnson – some rumors go. But unlikely. He is not the only one to decide. Besides, deal or no
deal, or BREXIT or no BREXIT, had already been decided shortly after the surprise pro-
BREXIT public vote on 23 June 2016. And it is clear, not the EU and not the British elite want
BREXIT.

In  any  case,  in  a  first  vote  on  Mr.  Johnson’s  new  and  ‘better’  deal,  the  British  Parliament
voted 322 to 306 to postpone the vote on whether or not to accept the “new deal”, until the
new “ratification law” is voted on. – What ratification law? – A precise date for the vote is not
known. All that would point to the need to ask again Brussels for a postponement of the
British decision, “deal or no deal”, beyond the current target of 31 October 2019. But, THE
Boris says, he will do everything to avoid such a step. How?

The mess and confusion are overwhelming. People go crazy, especially in Britain. They don’t
know what will happen when; whether their jobs are at stake, their pensions in question, in
case some of them at one point in the past, or now, have been or are working in another EU
country. Will ”The Market” ruin their savings? Will sudden border closings – pure speculation
–  cause  enormous  shortages  of  necessary  goods,  food,  medicine  –  and  cause  hyper-
inflation?

Depression  rates  run  high  in  Britain,  as  well  as  among  those  Brits  who  have  made
themselves a living in an associated EU country. Will they have to leave? Granted, it is not
easy to live peacefully and without stress and anxiety under these circumstances.

Why is it so difficult to accept and respect the democratic vote to exit the European Union,
never mind the narrow result of a 51.89% ‘yes’ ballot for leaving the EU? – Because this
vote, of which we now know was helped by Cambridge Analytica came a as total surprise to
the British elite, who never thought that a majority, even a small one, would be so sick and
tired of being managed and told what to do by a cumbersome, bureaucratic EU Commission
in Brussels.

Now, these behind-the-curtain elites are doing everything to appear keeping ‘democracy’
alive, respecting the vote, but finding any means to circumvent the action linked to the vote
– namely BREXIT. The circus has lasted for over three years – and still no definitive decision
is made. My hunch is – and I am not alone – that this has all been plotted shortly after the
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surprise ballot by a small  elite that keeps a firm handle on the British Parliament – and of
course on the PM.

Besides, Washington is not keen on seeing the UK leave the EU. In more cases than one, the
UK has acted as a US mole in the EU. For example, on the decision to accept 13 Eastern
European countries in the EU – countries that were economically and socially far from at par
with the 15 EU members in 2004, when they were integrated into the EU between 2004 and
2013. No questions asked, no member country’s population was asked for their opinion. It
was done like by dictatorship. Most of the population of the 15 members would have said
NO.

It was clear that these new, economically weak countries would also weaken the whole of
the EU, as they would require special financial aid in the billions of euros, funds that the EU
would miss to solidify for eventually forming a solid federal European Union. That’s exactly
what Washington wanted, preventing a federal European Union with a common Constitution
– an equal or superior to the federal United States of America.

A federal United States of Europe was, of course, squarely against the idea of the US which
was the mastermind behind the European Union in the first  place; an idea that was borne
during or right after WWII, and then implanted by the CIA in willing European politicians,
those heading the Club of Rome, for instance.

What if the succession Cameron, May, Johnson was also planned? It helps confusing the
public. What if the assertiveness of Johnson to pull BREXIT through come hell or high water,
is mere make-believe? – He knows it will not happen, not on 31 October, and most likely not
in January 2020. Then he “failed” and will resign? The new PM, whoever he / she may be,
will call for a new referendum – as the public outcry in this direction becomes ever louder –
democracy will finally be reinstated to bring order to the mess. Or, will a new referendum do
that, reinstate “democracy” in the minds of those who have voted for BREXIT in June 2016?
– Maybe not. Probably not. The possible consequences are unimaginable at this point.

The new referendum would be very carefully “accompanied” and supervised, so as not to
allow any mishaps, or missteps by the voters. This time the votes must be SOLID pro-EU, if
possible, by a landslide, so as not to evoke questions and recounts, and – foremost to avoid
protests in the streets of London, the financial capital, the city of money, the home turf of
capitalism.  “Remain”  must  be  achieved  with  a  very  comfortable  margin.  And  bingo,
democracy has been preserved. And nothing changes. By then, some 4 years will be down
the drain, four years of anger, frustration, insecurity, fear, depression, anxiety – and who
knows how many suicides?

What would really happen if BREXIT were to take place as the voters decided? – Doomsday-
sayers are, of course, paid to spread fear, fear of uncertainty, fear of no-longer belonging,
fear of being evicted from wherever in Europe one might live. And we know, fear is the best
means to keep people in check, while none of the nefarious Armageddon predictions would
occur.

The UK, after the obligatory, speculative, profit-taking fall and rise of the stock and currency
markets, would fully recover and within a couple of years would very likely be far better off
than under the watchful eye of Brussels. The EU bureaucracy of Brussels is worse than
useless,  especially  the EU Parliament which is  completely toothless,  and the European
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Commission  that  decides  over  all  major  issues  without  consultation  of  the  member
countries’ people. It brings only frustration and hardship to most members, as in having to
adapt their laws to EU standards, losing their sovereignty. Germany, the tacit EU leader,
may be an exception, though a majority of Germans would also like to turn their back to the
EU.

So, what good is it to stay in this useless non-Union, that has no sense of solidarity, that
allows weak members, like Greece, to be literally slaughtered, by their own brothers, the
IMF, the EC and the European Central Bank? Spain, Ireland and Portugal are not much better
off – and Italy’s EU fate hovers dreadfully over the Italian public, so much so, that the Italian
Government decided on its own on a Plan B, namely association with the east, signing up to
the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).

What is doomed after BREXIT, is most probably not the UK, but the European (non-) Union
itself. This construct, with a fiat currency like the dollar, is not sustainable. A single currency
for a group of countries that have no declared common goals, like a Constitution, is not
sustainable. It is just a question, what will fall first, the EU or the Euro; but fall they will. It’s a
matter of time.

BREXIT or  no-BREXIT is  actually  anecdotal.  But,  hey,  let’s  not  jump the gun.  It’s  pure
speculation. After all chaos is dynamic and unpredictable. Anything can happen.

*
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